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Abstract—Numerous review studies were conducted in the past to under-

stand the applicability of the technology acceptance model (TAM) in m-

learning context by examining several issues. Although each of those studies 

provided a valuable synthesis of TAM, further issues are still uncovered and 

call for further research. Therefore, this research aims to systematically review 

the existing TAM-based m-learning studies through the analysis of various is-

sues, including the factors affecting the m-learning adoption, research methods, 

TAM progress over publication years, online databases, active countries, and 

sample size. Out of 458 articles collected, a total of 64 studies published be-

tween 2017 and 2020 were critically analyzed. The main results indicated that 

self-efficacy is the most frequent factor affecting the m-learning adoption, fol-

lowed by subjective norm, enjoyment, mobile anxiety, facilitating conditions, 

social influence, innovativeness, and satisfaction, respectively. Additionally, 

most of the analyzed studies have relied on questionnaire surveys in collecting 

their empirical data. Although it was developed in 1989, the results showed that 

the number of TAM-based m-learning studies is increasing year by year, which 

in turn, increases the credibility of the model in explaining the users’ intentions 
towards technology adoption. We have also discussed the contributions of this 

systematic review and the implications that it could yield for future attempts. 

Keywords—M-learning, technology acceptance model, systematic review 

1 Introduction 

The increasing use of mobile devices through Internet networks has brought sever-

al opportunities for education [1], [2]. It is expected that the rate of mobile Internet 

penetration will reach 71% of the entire world population by 2025 [3]. Mobile learn-

ing (m-learning) has become an appealing research trend for many scholars [4], [5]. 

This stems from the fact in which m-learning affords learners with the capability to 

learn at “anytime anywhere” settings by allowing the availability of learning content 

over mobile networks and accessing such content through different devices, such as 

smartphones and tablets [6], [7]. Given the paramount features of m-learning in edu-
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cation, a growing body of literature was carried out to examine the use of m-learning 

in learning activities at one side, and the determinants (i.e., factors) affecting its adop-

tion on the other side [8]–[10]. 

In order to understand the factors affecting the adoption of m-learning, a number of 

theoretical models were used, including the “theory of reasoned action (TRA)” [11], 

“technology acceptance model (TAM)” [12], “unified theory of acceptance and use of 
technology (UTAUT)” [13], and “theory of planned behavior (TPB)” [14], among 

many others. Among those, the TAM was considered as one of the most frequently 

used theoretical models for predicting the adoption of several technologies due to its 

simplicity, adaptability, and soundness [15]. More specifically, the TAM was recently 

found as the most frequently theoretical model used in understanding the m-learning 

adoption [16]. It was also argued that TAM has an efficient explanatory power and 

has been successfully validated through several measurement scales [17]. The strong 

empirical support of TAM to its core variables, namely “perceived ease of use” and 
“perceived usefulness” in examining the individuals’ adoption of several technolo-
gies, increased the applicability of the model across different disciplines [18]–[20]. 

In line with the surveyed literature, a number of review studies were carried out in 

the past to understand the applicability of TAM in m-learning context by examining 

several issues. In spite of the fact that each of those studies provided a valuable syn-

thesis of TAM, further issues are still uncovered and call for further research. For 

instance, despite the increasing number of studies regarding the explanation of the 

factors affecting the m-learning adoption or acceptance, reviewing and synthesizing 

these factors in a systematic and comprehensive way is still scarce. The understanding 

of these factors and their significant role in m-learning systems adoption is believed to 

facilitate the employment of such systems across different contexts. Therefore, this 

study aims at systematically reviewing the existing TAM-based m-learning studies to 

identify the factors affecting the m-learning adoption. Besides, this systematic review 

also intends to examine the surveyed studies by considering other issues, including 

research methods, TAM progress over publication years, online databases, active 

countries, and sample size. Drawing on that, the following research questions were 

formulated: 

RQ1: What are the most frequent factors affecting the m-learning adoption? 

RQ2: What are the dominant research methods in the analyzed TAM-based m-

learning studies? 

RQ3: What is the progress of TAM-based m-learning studies over publication 

years? 

RQ4: What are the leading online databases in which the TAM-based m-learning 

studies are indexed? 

RQ5: What are the most active countries in conducting TAM-based m-learning 

studies? 

RQ6: What is the research sample size used in the analyzed TAM-based m-

learning studies? 
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2 Related Work 

A number of review studies were carried out during the last decade to review the 

TAM on the one hand and the m-learning adoption, on the other hand. Among these 

studies, Liu et al. [21] reviewed the m-learning literature to understand the existing 

level of m-learning and to determine the factors affecting its adoption. Chang et al. 

[22] conducted a review study using a bibliometric analysis method to analyze the 

growth of TAM-based studies. In spite of the significant results provided, the study 

was almost descriptive in nature and did not offer sufficient implications. Chen et al. 

[23] carried out a review study to understand the employment of TAM and its exten-

sion across different application areas. However, the study was limited to the analysis 

of the application areas in which the TAM was employed. Shuib et al. [24] conducted 

a review study to analyze mobile phone usage, underlying applications, their negative 

impact, pervasive computing, and mobile pervasive learning technologies. Besides, 

Navarro et al. [25] conducted another review study to analyze the factors affecting the 

m-learning adoption. Al-Emran et al. [8] conducted a systematic review to analyze the 

employment of TAM in m-learning context through the examination of several issues, 

including research purposes, educational levels, publication years, active countries, 

methods, and disciplines. Kumar and Chand [16] conducted a systematic review to 

analyze the m-learning adoption through the examination of several issues, including 

publication trends, theoretical models, and factors influencing m-learning adoption. 

Table 1 lists the details of the previous relevant review studies. 

Despite the fact that some of the previous reviews have analyzed the factors affect-

ing the m-learning adoption [16], [21], [25], none of these studies have analyzed the 

factors in a comprehensive and systematic way. For instance, Liu et al. [21] have 

analyzed the factors from the lenses of three themes, including consumer, technology 

user, and learner. In addition, Navarro et al. [25] have classified the analyzed factors 

into three categories, including technological, pedagogical, and students’ aspects. 

Besides, Kumar and Chand [16] have considered the original/core factors of the ana-

lyzed theoretical models in the analysis process. It can be observed that none of the 

previous reviews have emphasized on the external factors affecting the m-learning 

adoption in a systematic and comprehensive manner. 

Drawing upon the existing literature, this systematic review is an attempt to extend 

the recent systematic reviews in the domain [8], [16] with recent studies published 

between 2017 and 2020. In contrast with the previous reviews, the current systematic 

review attempts to analyze the external factors affecting the m-learning adoption ra-

ther than simply analyzing the original factors of the theoretical models. This study 

also intends to analyze the existing studies through other perspectives, including re-

search methods, progress of TAM over publication years, online databases, active 

countries, and sample size. 
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Table 1.  Previous relevant review studies. 

Source Type 
Coverage 

years 

No. of analyzed 

studies 
Discipline Issues analyzed 

[21] 
Literature 

review 
2005-2009 21 General 

To determine the existing level 

of m-learning and the factors 

influencing its adoption. 

[22] 
Literature 

review 
1991-2009 689 

Computer science, 

information systems, 

information science, 

management and 

business, and library 

science. 

To analyze the growth of litera-

ture and citations, document 

type, countries, subject areas, 

keywords, and distribution of 

journal papers. 

[23] Review N/A 24 N/A 

To understand the employment 

of TAM and its extension across 

different application areas. 

[24] Review N/A 55 N/A 

To analyze the mobile phone 

usage, associated applications, 

their negative impact, pervasive 

computing, and mobile pervasive 

learning technologies. 

[25] 
Literature 

review 
N/A N/A General 

To analyze the factors affecting 

the m-learning adoption and 

classify them into three catego-

ries, including technological, 

pedagogical, and students’ 
aspects.  

[8] 
Systematic 

review 
2006-2018 87 

IT and computer 

science, foundation 

program, engineer-

ing, medicine, busi-

ness and manage-

ment, and geogra-

phy. 

To analyze the research purpos-

es, educational levels, publica-

tion years, active countries, 

methods, and disciplines. 

[16] 
Systematic 

review 
2009-2017 27 General 

To analyze the publication 

trends, theoretical models, and 

factors influencing m-learning 

adoption. 

Current 

study 

Systematic 

review 
2017-2020 64 General 

To analyze the factors influenc-

ing the m-learning adoption, 

research methods, progress of 

TAM over publication years, 

online databases, active coun-

tries, and sample size. 

3 Method 

This research employs a systematic review method for reviewing the research stud-

ies published on the use of TAM in m-learning context. We followed the well-known 

principle guidelines that were put forward by Kitchenham and Charters [26] in con-

ducting systematic review studies, and other relevant systematic reviews in the do-

main [8], [27]–[29]. These guidelines were strictly followed as per the following sub-

sections. 
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3.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

The articles that would be involved in the critical analysis should address the inclu-

sion and exclusion criteria provided in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria 

Must contain m-learning as an essential technology. TAM-based studies but not m-learning. 

Must contain the TAM as a theoretical model. M-learning-based studies but not TAM. 

Must be written in English language only. Written in other languages. 

Must involve educational activities. 
M-learning studies that were conducted in non-

educational activities. 

Accessibility to full-text articles. Inaccessibility to full-text articles. 

Must be published between 2017 and 2020. Published earlier than 2017. 

3.2 Data sources and search strategies 

The research studies used in the current systematic review were collected between 

December 2019 and January 2020. Several online databases were used to search for 

the targeted studies, including “Springer”, “ScienceDirect”, “Taylor & Francis”, 
“Wiley”, “IEEE”, and “Emerald”. The search terms include the keywords ((“mobile 
learning” OR “m-learning”) AND (“technology acceptance model” OR “TAM”)). In 
line with the inclusion criteria, the time span for the search was set to include studies 

published between January 2017 and January 2020. By using the specified keywords 

and time span, a total of 458 articles were collected. Of those, 10 articles were found 

as duplicates, and hence, they were eliminated. As a result, the total number of re-

maining articles becomes 448. The search and refinement stages were undertaken 

according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analysis (PRISMA) [30]. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied for each 

article in order to confirm its relevance to the research questions. Consequently, a 

total of 64 studies were found to meet the inclusion criteria, and therefore, these arti-

cles were included in the final stage of data analysis. Figure 1 describes the entire 

review process through the PRISMA flowchart. 
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Fig. 1. PRISMA flowchart. 

3.3 Data coding and analysis 

In line with the research questions of this study, several attributes were coded and 

analyzed. These attributes include 

a) External factors to TAM 

b) Research methods (e.g., questionnaires, interviews, mixed methods, etc.) 

c) Publication year 

d) Online databases (e.g., Springer, ScienceDirect, IEEE, etc.) 

e) Active countries, and 

f) The sample size of participants. 
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4 Results and Discussion 

The research questions of this study were addressed under the following subsec-

tions: 

4.1 Factors affecting m-learning adoption 

Over the 64 analyzed studies, a total of 23 external factors were determined. It is 

imperative to mention that only the factors that appeared at least twice in the analyzed 

studies were considered. Unlike the previous systematic review which considered the 

core factors of the theoretical models in the analysis process [16], the current system-

atic review only considered the external factors to the original constructs of TAM 

(i.e., “perceived usefulness”, “perceived ease of use”, “attitude towards use”, “behav-
ioral intention”, and “actual use”). Figure 2 illustrates the analysis of the external 

factors affecting the adoption of m-learning. It can be seen that self-efficacy is the 

most frequent factor affecting the m-learning adoption in 17 studies. This is followed 

by subjective norm with ten studies, enjoyment with nine studies, mobile anxiety and 

facilitating conditions together with seven studies, social influence and innovativeness 

together with five studies, satisfaction with four studies, and trust, technological com-

plexity, and perceived behavioral control together with three studies. The rest of the 

depicted factors appeared in two studies only. These results are in agreement with the 

previous TAM-based e-learning studies [31], in which self-efficacy and subjective 

norm were the most frequent factors affecting the e-learning adoption through the 

lenses of TAM. 

Concerning the self-efficacy, these results suggest that learners who have higher 

m-learning self-efficacy are more likely to employ the m-learning systems in their 

learning activities. In terms of subjective norm, these results suggest that if a student 

perceives that people who are important to him/her (e.g., instructors or colleagues) 

think that he/she should use the m-learning system, then the student will consider their 

beliefs into his/her own beliefs, and perceives the system as useful and easy to use for 

learning activities. 
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Fig. 2. Factors analysis. 

4.2 Distribution by research methods 

As shown in Figure 3, the selected articles were also analyzed according to the em-

ployed research methods. It can be seen that 81% of the analyzed articles (N = 52) 

have primarily relied on questionnaire surveys for collecting the empirical data. This 

is followed by mixed methods (i.e., questionnaire surveys and interviews) with 11% 

and interviews with 5%. These results confirm the results observed in previous m-

learning-related systematic reviews [8], [27], which pointed out that questionnaire 

surveys were the predominant techniques for collecting data. The dominant employ-

ment of questionnaire surveys for data collection is attributed to two significant rea-

sons. First, questionnaire surveys can effectively and quantitatively analyze the re-

spondents’ intentions [32]. Second, these tools can appropriately identify the correla-

tions among the constructs in the theoretical model [33]. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution by research methods. 

4.3 Distribution by publication years 

Concerning the publication year, Figure 4 shows the publication history for the an-

alyzed studies. As depicted, the publications are ranged between 2017 and 2020, and 

the basis for this range stems from the search period for the analyzed articles. It can 

be seen that the number of publications has been increased from 18 studies in 2017 to 

28 studies in 2019. In comparison with the analysis of the historical progress of TAM 

in a recent systematic review [8], this study provides evidence through which the 

number of TAM-based m-learning studies has been increased from 2006 [8] to 2019 

(current study). The significant increase of these studies stems from several angles. 

First, the popularity of TAM in explaining the students’ adoption of m-learning sys-

tems. Second, the increasing interest of scholars in examining the factors influencing 

the m-learning adoption across various contexts and subjects. It is important to report 

that the number of TAM-based m-learning studies is only one in 2020. This could be 

attributed to the fact in which the search range of the selected articles was undertaken 

between December 2019 and January 2020, and many articles are still not published 

yet. 
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Fig. 4. Publication history for the analyzed studies. 

4.4 Distribution by online databases 

The selected studies were also classified according to the online databases in which 

these studies were indexed. Figure 5 describes the distribution of the selected studied 

according to the online databases. It can be observed that the majority of the analyzed 

studies were indexed in Springer (N = 20). This is followed by ScienceDirect (N = 

16), Taylor & Francis (N = 13), Wiley (N = 7), IEEE (N = 6), and Emerald (N = 2). 

Finding the suitable online databases for articles collection is sometimes challenging 

for junior scholars and postgraduate students. Therefore, it is believed that these re-

sults would assist scholars in finding the appropriate databases and collecting the 

relevant research articles in the future. 

 

Fig. 5. Distribution by online databases. 
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4.5 Distribution by countries 

Figure 6 depicts the prevalence of TAM-based m-learning studies across the globe. 

It can be noticed that most of the selected studies were conducted in China (N = 15). 

This is followed by Spain (N = 8), Taiwan (N = 6), USA and Malaysia with four stud-

ies each, Iran and some European countries with three studies each, and Turkey, Sin-

gapore, Pakistan, KSA, and Italy with two studies each. The rest of the depicted coun-

tries appeared to have only one study each. These results contradict with the results 

noticed in previous related m-learning studies [8], [34], which indicated that Taiwan 

was the most frequent country in conducting relevant studies. This contradiction 

might be attributed to the differences in the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the 

selected studies. It can also be attributed to the differences in the underlying theoreti-

cal models of the selected studies. In addition, the increasing number of m-learning 

studies in China might stem from the growing number of smartphone users’ penetra-
tion in China from 56% in 2017 to 63.3% in 2019 [35]. 

 

Fig. 6. Distribution by countries. 

4.6 Distribution by sample size 

The identification of sample size is an essential task for empirical research studies. 

Insufficient and inappropriate sample sizes can affect the accuracy and quality of 

research studies [36]. Accordingly, this review study classified the selected articles 

according to the sample size used in each article. Figure 7 demonstrates the distribu-

tion of the analyzed articles according to the sample size used. It can be noticed that 

30% of the analyzed articles have relied on a sample size ranges between 101 to 200 

in conducting the empirical studies. This is followed by 201 to 300 with 19% and 10 

to 100 with 17%. It can also be noticed that the number of larger sample sizes is rela-
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tively small as compared with the number of small ones. Building upon small sample 

sizes might affect the generalization of results to the entire population. 

 

Fig. 7. Distribution by sample size. 

5 Conclusion 

5.1 Research contributions and implications for future research 

This section tackles the contributions of the current systematic review and the im-

plications that it could yield for future attempts. First, the identification of the most 

frequent factors affecting the m-learning adoption can help in building a general mod-

el for explaining the m-learning adoption regardless of the contexts and subjects. In 

that, further research could extend the TAM with the most frequent factors identified 

in this study in an attempt to build a comprehensive model for m-learning adoption. 

This is the same procedure followed in previous studies in building a comprehensive 

TAM for explaining the e-learning adoption [31], [37]. Second, it has been observed 

that most of the analyzed studies have relied on questionnaire surveys in collecting 

their empirical data. Further attempts can focus on the use of mixed methods, includ-

ing surveys and interviews in collecting data. The use of mixed methods can help in 

better understanding the respondents’ perceptions quantitatively and qualitatively. 
Third, it has been noticed that the number of TAM-based m-learning studies is in-

creasing year by year. Although it was developed in 1989, these results increase the 

credibility of the TAM in m-learning domain and its future applicability across vari-

ous empirical studies. In line with the continuous effective use of TAM, further re-
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search could keep using the model in explaining the users’ intentions towards any 
technology. Fourth, the study also identified the online databases in which the TAM-

based m-learning studies were indexed. This finding would assist junior scholars and 

postgraduate students in finding the suitable databases and collecting the relevant 

articles. Fifth, a number of countries were identified according to their involvement in 

conducting TAM-based m-learning studies. This finding could assist scholars in con-

ducting further empirical studies in the non-listed countries and examining the factors 

affecting the m-learning adoption in such countries. Sixth, it has been observed from 

the results that many of the analyzed studies were conducted with relatively small 

sample sizes. This might stem from the nature of the study in general, and subjects 

and contexts in particular. In order to determine the required sample size in any em-

pirical study, scholars might refer to two different sources. The first has specified the 

population size and the corresponding sample size to that population [38]. The second 

is the use of the G*Power tool by identifying the number of predictors in the theoreti-

cal model [39]. 

5.2 Limitations and directions for future work 

This section discusses the limitations of the present study and suggests possible fu-

ture research directions. Although the current systematic review provided an essential 

recapitulation of the TAM-based m-learning studies, it also posits some limitations 

that need to be discussed. First, this study has concentrated on a specific number of 

databases concerning the articles collection, which in turn, could reduce the amount of 

retrieved and analyzed articles. To handle this limitation, future trials could focus on 

retrieving articles from the Web of Science and Scopus as these two databases contain 

a vast amount of articles. Second, it was beyond the scope of this study to involve the 

m-learning studies that were conducted in non-educational environments. Thus, fur-

ther research could involve the m-learning studies that were conducted in non-

educational settings to further enlighten the existing results. 
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